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"Elise Rataj and Noemi Crall were really nice to
me today. They made me laugh and I really
enjoy that." - Anonymous
"Shout out to Mr. Shockley for being an
amazing and loving advisor, and for making his
room feel like a safe space for everyone, even
though this was last year." - Anonymous
"A few days ago I was really sad about
something and Elise Tourais is one of my
besties and she made me feel good by telling
me things that were going on in her life and I
did the same. Also she told me jokes and just
made me really happy and she made me
smile. For the rest of the day it made me
realize that she is truly an amazing and helping
person! Thanks Elise!" - Abby Selner (5th
grade)
"Mr Shockley for being an amazing, loving
advisor, and for making his room feel like a
safe place." - Anonymous
"Ford Bauer shared LEGOS ideas with me!" Wesley Sherman (SK)
"Mr. Shockley, for being an understanding and
caring teacher. I always feel safe in Mr.
Shockley's classroom." - Anonymous
"My friends and I were talking about 4th grade
and how fun it was!" - Tara Sadasivam (6th
grade)
"THANK YOU HANNAH ZAR FOR BEING
BRIGHT AND HAPPY 24/7! WE LOVE YOU." Anonymous
"I joined debate club! It was my first time
meeting Ms. Dunson, and she was so
welcoming and nice!" - Anonymous
"Mrs. Schneider put my water bottle in the
cabinet for safekeeping overnight because I
accidentally left it at school." - Anonymous
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"Honestly, I'd love to thank the Ram Shout
Outs. I had the worst day today, but reading
about Mr. Roberts singing and people's silly
games in class really really cheered me up.
Thank you to everyone, because every
submission is another reason to smile!" - Jada
Greer (9th grade)
"Thank you to the JK Team for all of your help!"
- Ms. Laura Pupillo
"In science, we went outside and cut down
some honeysuckle. It's an invasive species. It
was really fun!" - Emily Rotskoff (6th grade)
"I would like to give a shoutout to Isabela
Schroeder and Isolde Scoville for being great
friends to everyone." - Anonymous
"Thank you to the SK teachers for 'moving
things around' in the classroom today." Anonymous
"Ms. Coppersmith always says some of the
following phrases at the beginning of class:
'buenos días, buenas tardes, hola chicos, hola y
un nombre, and ¿comó están chicos?' It makes
me feel welcomed into the classroom and
video conference room." - Anonymous
"I would love to give a shout out to the girls
cross country team!!! It's my first year on the
team and everybody, coaches and teammates,
has been super kind to me. They're all so
supportive of each other and are positive even
through freezing rain and the toughest
workouts!" - Kate Williamson (9th grade)
"Ms. Beasley because she made my lazy rainy
morning brighter." - Anonymous
"Mr. Fitz lent me his computer charger when I
forgot mine at home!" - Anonymous
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"I know this is very general yet I would like to
take a moment to appreciate the positivity and
kindness that is deeply ingrained in our
community. To be specific, I am referencing
the door-holding that goes on where it starts
with a single person and becomes a beautiful
chain where people make all the efforts to
hold the door for someone, regardless of who
it is and whether you know them. I have truly
made some great friends in the process!" Anonymous
"Ms. Prince is always great. It's lovely to be able
to talk things out in her class." - Anonymous
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"One day I forgot my pencil bag and I was
nervous. Lydia in my math class was super nice
to let me use her pencil for the whole day!" Jessie Zhang (5th grade)
"Shout out to the 4 graduating seniors on the
varsity volleyball game! You are all amazing
and we've had so much fun watching you play
and lead the team this year. We'll miss you
Courtney, Andi, Cece, and Katie!" Anonymous
"Reagan Saur is one of my favorite friends at
school and is always making my day. She is a
funny and friendly person and I am lucky to
have her as a friend!" - Skyler
Dastgah-Bradford (4th grade)
"Mr. Fitzgerald always tells a funny joke in
class. It really brightens my day!" Anonymous

...and a special Ram Alumni Shout Out from Alexandra Donovan ’13:
“I find myself reflecting more and more on my time at MICDS the older I get. As the stress of AP classes and SAT
prep fades away, my good memories seem to only get stronger. It's been nice to feel connected to the community
through the email communications to alumni over the last several months.”

